The o r e m (A. Horn and A. Tarski). Every Boolean ff-algebra with a strictly positive finite (T-measure is weakly 6-distributive.
Let us recall that a Boolean 6-algebra (1 is said to be weakly 5-distributive (more exactly, weakly (6,61 -distri- butive ) provided that (1) . PUeuUjeN A n,j = U $ e N N D neN U je$(n) Vj for every 6) -indexed set |Afl jJncjj -j£jj of elements of Ct . Here N denotes the set of all finite subsets of the set of natural numbers N = £l,2,...)f is the. set of all functions defined on H with values in N , The condition for weak 6-distributivity can be expressed in the following equivalent form (see Sikorski [6] and [7] ).
A Boolean 6"-algebra CI is weakly ^-distributive provided that for every (6",6 ) -indexed set j^An jjneN .jeN of elements of (I if (2) U. " A" . = V for every a e N, jeu nt<j then for every A £ A (A e <X) there exists a $6 suoh that Observe that the hypothesis that |A n -jJ n6N is an arbitrary (6,6) -indexed set satisfying condition (2) can be replaced, in a Boolean 6-algebra, by the assumption that for every n e N the set |A n -j}-j e jj is composed of disjoint elements satisfying (2) . In other words, we can additionally require that A" . n A" .. = A for j ^ j'. This follows n,j n,j from a theorem of Pierce [5] (see also Sikorski [7] ).
Although the algebraic definition of weak 6-distributivity is more complicated than the definition of 6-distributivity, the property of weak 6-distributivity is more natural for Boolean algebras because it has a very Bimple topological characterization whereas (j-distributivity has none. Weak 6-distributivity is equivalent to the so-called weak df-extension property. Namely, K. Matthes showed in [3] that weak tf-distributivity implies the weak 6-extension property. The converse implication has been showed recently by J.D.Maitland Wright [8] .
In this note we would like to show that the theorem of A. Horn and A. Tarski together with its proof can be generalized to a mor6 general class of lattices, even partially ordered sets, than Boolean algebras. We will namely show that an analogue of this theorem holds in the class of &-orthocbmplemented partially ordered sets.
By a 6-orthocomplemented partially ordered set (see, e.g. Mackey [2] ) we understand a partially ordered set with a map A of {2? into called orthocomplementation satisfying the following conditions: We denote the unique element A u A' by 1/ , it is clearly the greatest element of {$?,<). Condition (ii) implies that A = I/' is the least element of (^B,<).
If A < B 1 , we say that A is orthogonal to B and write A _L B. We say that a subset S c is orthogonal if A IB for any A,B e S, A ^ B. By (iii), in a (T-orthocomplemented partially ordered set the join of any countable orthogonal set exists. Hence also the join of any finite orthogonal set exists as /I 1 A for all A e .
A 5-measure on a (j-orthocomplemented partially ordered set ($,<, ') is a real valued function m defined on T2 with the properties: Observe that any 6-measure m on a Boolean 5-algebra is ©-subadditive. In fact, it suffices to take B = j <c0 A j* More generally, if 79 is a ff-orthocomplemented 6-lattice and ra is a 6-measure with the property that CO m(U 1iin<OT A n J< ) . a(A n ) for every sequence { A n | of elements of then m is 5-subadditive, Before we generalize the Horn and Tarski theorem to the case of fi-orthocomplemented partially ordered sets, we must generalize the notion of weak (f-distributivity to this class of partially ordered sets. The definition (1) is not suitable for generalization because it assumes the existence of lattice joins and meets which need not exist in arbitrary partially ordered sets. The second equivalent definition is more suitable for generalization provided we replace the join ^1<j<°°An,j of any countable disjoint sequence ( A n,j}l<j<~ by the join of orthogonal sequence and modify condition (3) so that it will be expressed in terms of orthogonality and ordering only. We shall call such kind of modified distributivity orthodistributivity. Accordingly, we define the notion of weak 6-orthodistributivity as follows. Definition 1. A (T-orthocomplemented partially ordered set (#?,<,') is said to be weakly ff-orthodistributive provided that for every (6,6) -indexed set j^A n j] ne jj of elements of where |A Q j]i<j<oo is orthogonal for every n e N, if B not orthogonal to A, such that (6) B< A n f tf(n) " U jei(n) A n,j for all n e N.
In a Boolean algebra (and more general, in a Boolean orthocomplemented partially ordered set, see [4] ) A 1 B is equivalent to AnB = /l, hence in case of Boolean algebras condition (6) implies (3) (note that B ¡i /I aa B is not orthogonal to A). Thus in a Boolean 6"-algebra weak 6-orthodistributivity coincides with weak 5-distributivity.
We can now state our theorem generalizing the Horn and Tarski theorem. Let B = w. j.i \ k • for n ^ei(n) n n,z for every n e N. Since m is quence there exist C e <$> and 6"-subadditive, for the sequence B C' such that
for al]L n E "i and oo (9) m(B' ) = m(C)< ^m(B' n ). n=1
Prom (7) we obtain henoe n=l n=1
Prom (10) and (9) In an analogous way we could define the notion of weak (n,6) -orthodistributivity (n -a natural number). It is not difficult to show that a 6-o.rthocomplemented partially ordered set is weakly in,(5) -orthodistributive for any finite n if it has a strictly positive finite 6-measure satisfying condition (4) for two-elements orthogonal secuencas (that ie, m is 2-subadditive). Also, the relation between {2,6) -Henoe orthodistributivity and (n,6) -orthodistrioutivity can be examined. We will not pursue this possibility here, postponing a detailed investigation of various kinds of distributivity in orthocomplemented partially ordered sets to another paper.
